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Chairman’s Statement
he ear 2011 mar e  the e innin  o  China’s 12th i e ear lan perio  or the rst time  an in i i ual 
hapter o  the plan as e i ate  to on  on  an  a au a airs  a stri in  in i ation o  the Central 
o ernment’s ommitment to on  on ’s prosperit  an  sta ilit  A ainst this a ora le a rop  e 

steered our member enterprises and the business community in general to grasp the opportunities that the plan 
gives rise to. By applying Hong Kong’s unique advantages to the Mainland’s transformation of its economic 
gro th model  e laid a more solid foundation for our members to tap business opportunities in the Mainland 
and overseas regions.

Hong Kong Presented with Opportunities and Challenges
oo ing bac  on 2011  scal instability in uropean countries and the S led to persistently ea  mar et 

demand  and the devastating earthqua e in apan dealt a heavy blo  to supply chains in Asia and the hole 
orld. As a consequence  global trade as dragged into a slo do n. Adding to the comple ity ere the 

unprecedented do ngrade of the S sovereign debt rating and the sno balling uro one debt crisis  hich 
s ayed nancial mar ets around the globe.

Hong Kong’s economy can never be immune from global economic s ings. n 2011  its real economic gro th 
slo ed to  in the fourth quarter from .  in the rst quarter. orse still  Hong Kong e ports slid from the 
middle of the year and cloc ed negative gro th in the third quarter  though mild gro th of .  as recorded 
for 2011 as a whole.

ortunately  China and other Asian countries and regions made reasonable economic progress. or this reason  
and than s to other positive factors such as low unemployment  a general rise in wages and a record high number 
of tourist arrivals  Hong Kong’s consumer mar et and related industries remained on a strong upward trend. 
Meanwhile  with energetic support from the Central overnment  Hong Kong’s RMB businesses developed 
rapidly  RMB deposits e ceeded 20 billion for a while  RMB trade settlement transactions handled by Hong 
Kong ban s doubled  and total RMB bond issues e ceeded 100 billion in value. Such a stellar performance 
strengthened Hong Kong’s position as an offshore center and asset management center for RMB.

Promoting Hong Kong-Mainland Integration
uring the year  the Mainland economy maintained fast paced growth. roactive efforts were made to promote 

the upgrade and transformation of the country’s industry structure  as well as the development of modern 
service sectors. Moreover   new measures supporting Hong Kong were announced by ice remier i 
Keqiang during his visit to the city  and the C A Supplement  was signed. Such e tensive policy support 
boosted the ability of Hong Kong businesses to compete and to tap the Mainland mar et. ew hori ons were 
thus opened up for Hong Kong to further integrate economically with the Mainland.

e spare no effort in helping our members and the business community at large to e plore the Mainland 
mar et. ver the course of the past year  we offered our suggestions and e pressed the business community’s 
views to the Central and HKSAR overnments through various channels. n particular  we made proposals 
on reinforcing Hong Kong’s position as an offshore center and asset management center for RMB  deepening 
C A measures  and enhancing Hong Kong’s role in China’s economic interaction with AS A  countries  
among others. e are glad that the Central overnment responded positively to all of them.

Meanwhile  we sought to push forward Hong Kong’s integration with the Mainland  with special attention paid 
to the city’s complementary and staggered development with the R  the R  and other regional economies. 
Besides facilitating the transformation and upgrade of businesses  we support Mainland enterprises’ overseas 
e pansion by using Hong Kong’s strengths in professional services. Concerted efforts were made to forge 
closer Hong Kong-Mainland ties and a better business environment.
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urthermore  we maintained dialogues with the uangdong and HKSAR overnments  giving our views 
on Hong Kong’s closer collaboration with planned regions such as ianhai  ansha and Hengqin  putting 
forward our proposals to foster a more closely knit PRD region as well as interaction among PRD professional 
services industry players  and submitting our ideas about introducing the operation and management practices 
of Hong Kong’s professional services suppliers.

During the year  several missions and trade delegations were organi ed to visit the PRD  the RD and 
Mainland cities such as ian in  Changsha  aiyuan and iamen. hese trips allowed our members to keep 
abreast of local business environments and e plore the potential for cooperation in modern services. At home  
we hospitably received leaders from various provinces  cities and autonomous regions  discussing with them 
new ways forward for Hong Kong-Mainland economic partnership.

Enhancing International Economic Interaction
hile promoting economic ties with the Mainland  we also continued to bring the role of Hong Kong as 

a city that boasts strong backing from the Mainland as well as broad international e posure into full play. 
Noting that these unique advantages were ideally matched with the eastward shift of global economic power 
and the operation of the China-AS AN ree rade Area CA A  we not only helped our members to 
capture the relevant opportunities  but also strived to deepen China’s cooperation with ast Asian countries 
by encouraging the better use of Hong Kong’s pivotal location between Northeast and Southeast Asia.

ast year   met with leaders from the Central overnment and the Ministry of Commerce of China  as well 
as of cials from commerce ministries and consuls of ast Asian countries.  also submitted proposals to the 
CPPCC National Committee. n these occasions   made proposals on behalf of C CC on strengthening 
Hong Kong’s role in ast Asian economic cooperation.  am glad that these suggestions met with such positive 
reception  for instance  with the Central overnment’s support  the HKSAR overnment has e pressed to the 
AS AN its interest in oining CA A.

e maintained close liaison with consulate-generals and business counselors in Hong Kong  and worked with 
business organi ations from different countries and regions in rolling out a number of investment promotion 
initiatives. Highlights were the Hong Kong- apan conomic Summit ointly held with the apanese Chamber 
of Commerce and ndustry  and the cooperation M  signed with the Kyushu conomic ederation. 
Preparations for events such as the Hong Kong Summit and the orld Chinese ntrepreneur eaders Summit 
also got underway. By bringing together the elites of political  business and academic circles  these two 
events will serve as a platform for economic interaction among Chinese entrepreneurs from Hong Kong  the 
Mainland and other parts of the world.

n 2011  our si -year of ce as the second-term secretariat of the orld Chinese ntrepreneurs Convention 
C C  came to an end. e had done our best to keep C C running and growing  and the convention 

has reaped great bene ts from knitting together Chinese entrepreneurs across the globe  thanks to the whole-
hearted cooperation among the C C ounder Members  comprised of C CC  the Singapore Chinese 
Chamber of Commerce  ndustry and the hai Chinese Chamber of Commerce  as well as the staunch 
support of former C C organi ers.

Fostering Social Harmony and Sustainable Development
n parallel with the work on promoting economic development  our efforts were also spent on encouraging 

members to ful ll their corporate social responsibilities  in a hope to build a harmonious society and foster 
sustainability. ver the year  our e Share e Care  Campaign covered a variety of community welfare 
activities for the elderly  young people and grassroots citi ens  such as visits  tours  gatherings and  last but not 
least  a lm premier. nder the campaign’s umbrella  nancial assistance was offered to families of victims 
of ma or accidents. n 2011  the nternship and change Program for ertiary Students  the oung Astronaut 

raining Camp and the Business Study our were all run again  sponsoring local university and secondary-
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school students’ internship and e change in the Mainland. hese activities provided students with rst-hand 
e perience of the Mainland’s development  thus boosting their understanding of and sense of belonging to 
the mother country.

Since the year of 2011 marked the centenary of the 1 11 Revolution in China  we staged a gala variety show 
to commemorate the occasion while simultaneously celebrating the 111th anniversary of CGCC. Another 
highlight was the e hibition Create he New rom he Past  Dr Sun at-sen And Mr Shokichi meya  
put on to re ect Hong Kong’s role in the revolution and the stories of devotees to the patriotic movement. 

hrough these events  we hoped to raise the public’s awareness of its heritage and their sense of national 
identity. 

o help build a more business-friendly environment  we not only e pressed opinions on the Policy Address 
and the Budget  but also kept abreast of issues such as amendments to the Competition Bill  the second-
stage public consultation on healthcare reform and constitutional development. nvironmental protection 
and sustainability are another ma or concern of ours. During the year  we were consulted on the proposed 
construction of a third airport runway  the Regional Cooperation Plan on Building a uality iving Area  
and the tension of the nvironmental evy Scheme on Plastic Shopping Bags  as well as giving our full 
support to the Cleaner Production Partnership Programme and the co-Business Awards. o raise the green  
awareness of the business community  furthermore  the web-based CGCC Carbon Management ool has been 
in service since early 2011  providing a simple platform for enterprises to calculate their carbon emissions.

Seizing Opportunities in New Circumstances
ur work and programs in 2011 can generally be rated as highly successful  thanks to the unstinting support 

from all Committee Members  the meticulous efforts of our committees  and the whole-hearted participation 
of our members. t was a gratifying display of our solidarity and team spirit  and  would like to e press my 
sincere gratitude to all concerned. Appreciation must also go to the Secretariat for its diligent and ef cient 
work  which is essential for the chamber to run smoothly.

n 2012  Hong Kong will be celebrating the 1 th anniversary of its reuni cation with China. And it is hoped 
that like its predecessor  the new term HKSAR Government will lead Hong Kong to rise to challenges  and 
will continue to do its utmost to maintain prosperity and stability in the city. As always  we will work towards 
closer Hong Kong-Mainland economic integration while contributing to social harmony. n the year ahead  
we will stage a summit to strengthen Hong Kong’s role in China- ast Asia economic cooperation and lobby 
for Hong Kong’s accession to CA A. Meanwhile  we will organi e activities involving e changes between 
Hong Kong  the Mainland and aiwan  and host the orld Chinese ntrepreneur eaders Summit again to 
augment interaction among Chinese entrepreneurs. Besides all this  we will assist the implementation of ice 
Premier i Keqiang’s  measures  making particular efforts to deepen C PA liberali ation initiatives  foster 
Hong Kong and Mainland enterprises’ cooperation for overseas e pansion  strengthen Hong Kong’s role as 
a nancial center  and push forward Guangdong-Hong Kong cooperation in developing the Nansha New 
District.

hile making the voices of our members and the business community at large heard  we will put forward 
speci c  viable proposals designed to contribute more to the long-term development of Hong Kong and the 
Mainland.

Jonathan Choi Koon-shum
Chairman

he th erm of f ce




